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Starlight Carnival presents the first-ever Zouk Live
at Resorts World Genting
Get ready to exercise, energise and exhilarate yourselves to an evening of music
Genting Highlands, 17th October 2019 – All good things come to an end. But what an end is
planned for the first-ever Starlight Carnival at Resorts World Genting with the debut of Zouk Live
on the final day of the Carnival, 2 November 2019.
“Priding ourselves in being an evolutionary lifestyle company, Zouk has worked to create the
ultimate combination of all of the aspects it's known for: bringing people together to enjoy food,
drink and music,” says Joseph Ryan, General Manager of Zouk Genting. “In doing so, we are
excited to produce Zouk Live, and activity curated experience that gives visitors the chance to
enjoy high octane music to raise their heartbeat through fitness, dance and partying so that
Zouk lovers of all ages can enjoy!”
UNIQUE FITNESS EXPERIENCES
Things kick off (literally) at 3pm, as Zouk Genting x Épique Fitness collaborate on a unique musicmeets-movement session. Combining unique fitness experiences with a thrilling soundtrack of
EDM anthems, it’s the perfect way to get the heart pumping and blood flowing for the long
evening ahead. The first session is dedicated to HIIT In The Highlands, as Épique master trainers
Jean Liew and Alando Atkinson take would-be revellers on a 45-minute total body High Intensity
Internal Training workout to build strength and increase endurance. At 4pm, combine pilates
with boxing and dancing in a Piloxing session led by master trainer Andien Sahad, where guests
will switch rapidly between the three disciplines to keep your body guessing and your mind
excited. As the sun begins to set, take a deep breath and slow down with Yoga In the Highlands.
MAYHEM JAM FOLLOWS SUIT
As the clouds billow in with the setting sun, a different sort of intensity kicks in as Zouk Live
segues in Mayhem Jam – allowing dancing takes the spotlight. Spin your way through the
various decades of dance music, as Zouk DJs throwdown with a throwback set that moves from
70s funks to 80s pop to 90s hip-hop at 5.15pm. A cool Mayhem Jam 1: Classic Thriller – set to
the tune of Michael Jackson’s legendary Thriller – starts at 6.00pm led by choreographer
Maybeline Wong, with a Mayhem Jam 2: Hip Hop Flava led by Mayhem Team at 7.30pm. At
8.45pm, join the pros in a 15-minute open jam session and learn a thing or two about shuffling.
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ZOUK LIVE!
Fresh from learning new dance moves and styles at Mayhem Jam, get ready to put those skills to
the test as Zouk Live starts proper with Malaysia’s most famous DJ duo Bate stepping on stage
at 9pm. The producers of the record breaking hit 'one I love' will keep the good vibes going until
11pm, when headliner DJ Sura arrives. The South Korean sweetheart superstar may look
charming, but her beats are wicked. Blending hip-hop grooves within an EDM framework, DJ
Sura promises to be a deadly blend of sexy and sweet. Bate carry the party into Zouk Genting for
the after-party where they will be supported by Zouks resident DJs Joshen and Rowena, regular
performers with the world's most famous acts.
Starlight Carnival presents Zouk Live takes place at Resorts World Genting on 2 November 2019,
from 3pm onwards. Entry to Zouk Live is complimentary with valid Starlight Carnival wristbands,
with free participation in Zouk Live activities.
For more information, visit www.rwgenting.com or call +603 2718 1118.
– Ends –
About Zouk Consulting Pte Ltd
Zouk is a 28 year-old brand that provides a world-class clubbing experience by pushing the
boundaries of electronic dance music, and was ranked Asia’s best club by DJ Mag in their Top
100 polls for the last decade. Aside from club offerings, the brand expanded to the great
outdoors in 2000 and has consistently brought in class international DJs to spin at its annual
dawn-to-dusk music festival, ZoukOut, happening at Siloso Beach that attracts up to 40,000
people.
On top of the clubs in Singapore and Resorts World Genting, the group has expanded into bars
with RedTail social gaming lounge, RedTail karaoke, RedTail Sports Bar and Queens Speakeasy.
In 2019 the group opened their first two restaurants under the FuHu brand, in partnership with
multiple Michelin Star Chef Alvin Leung.
Acquired by Genting Hong Kong in October 2015, Zouk Consulting Pte Ltd is now the company
that oversees all club operations in Singapore, onboard Genting Dream, in Genting Highlands
and soon to come Las Vegas.
About Resorts World Genting
Resorts World Genting (“RWG”) is a premier leisure and entertainment resort in Malaysia
located 58 minutes from Kuala Lumpur. The resort stands majestically at 6,000 feet above sea
level, on a tropical jungle that is 130 million years old. Throughout the year, the resort enjoys
cool weather between 16 and 24 degrees, making it one of Malaysia’s most popular tourists’
destinations with nearly 24 million visitors in 2017.
The resort boasts of over 10,000 rooms spread across 7 hotels with one, the world’s biggest
hotel with 7351 rooms and another hotel with an 18 holes golf course. Its shopping mall,
SkyAvenue is 600,000 sq ft with 168 tenants that includes entertainment attractions, cinemas,
dining and retail outlets. The First World Plaza which is adjacent to SkyAvenue offers business
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convention facilities, ballrooms and shopping malls. The Resort also hosts top performers and
artistes at the 5200 seater Arena of Stars and the 1200 seater Genting International Showroom.
The Group has embarked on a 10-year master plan to reinvigorate and transform Resorts World
Genting under the Genting Integrated Tourism Plan (“GITP”) in 2013. Today, Resorts World
Genting has introduced various new facilities and attractions under the GITP, which includes the
newly refurbished Theme Park Hotel, additional tower at the First World Hotel and built the new
Awana SkyWay cable car system. The indoor amusement park, Skytropolis is currently open
with 13 rides. 9 more rides are to be introduced in stages. The area consists of other attractions
such as Asia’s first hyper reality experience The Void, skilled games centre The Big Top and more
virtual reality experience at Imaginatrix which is scheduled to open late second quarter.
The Genting Highlands Premium Outlet (a property of Genting Simon Sdn Bhd, a joint venture
between Genting Plantations Berhad and Simon Property Group) also complements the new
and existing offerings at RWG.
– Ends –

